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A little learning is a dangerous thing. 

It is necessary for you to get rid of your self-centered indulgence and local greed. 

 

Toshiyuki Namai 

 

 

 

 

 

It is said, “A little learning is a dangerous thing.” To begin with, I’d like you to carefully 

think of this idea to deepen the “profundity” of learning for your further intellectual 

sake. 

 

Quintessentially speaking, culture is not a simply culture itself. This time, you are 

required to think and grasp the meaning of culture for you to reasonably build what is 

called “authentic culture” for your fruitful future sake. 

 

As you learned intellectually guided by your instructor, Toshiyuki Namai, culture shall 

be profoundly interpreted as the meaning of wisdom for the purpose of using many 

pieces of knowledge you got. 

 

It goes without saying that you need to cultivate your culture “as your own wisdom” in 

order to do something wonderful and meaningful for the sake of happiness of others who 

live in your community and society by inches. 

 

This rigidly means that you are guided to make the most of culture, namely wisdom 

through using various kinds of knowledge you already got as a tool in order to diffuse a 

sense of happiness to others inch by inch every day. 



 

In most of the cases in this human society, people simply attempt to memorize a lot of 

matters. In addition, those wish to greedily parade their knowledge they got in the 

presence of others as a stereotypical way to satisfy their self-centered indulgence and 

local greed which don’t make sense at all. 

 

If you attempt to obtain knowledge for you to just prove “how you have various kinds of 

knowledge” in the presence of others, such knowledge is unfortunately interpreted just 

as poor and meaningless knowledge. 

 

Apparently, such knowledge doesn’t make sense at all. This means that such knowledge 

is simply the one as “useless and tasteless information.” There is nothing intellectual 

there you can taste lusciously. 


